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Answers the World Doesn’t Care to Know

A basic apologetic against the religion of evolution and for the truth of
creation,  this  short  booklet  has  just  enough  information  to  answer  the
stated questions, as well as provide avenues of further research.

Unfortunately,  when  confronted  with  the  material,  most  atheists/post-
modernists  simply  carry  on  undaunted  in  their  unbelief  as  it  is  more
convenient than facing up to reality.

The only downside is use of corrupted modern bible versions.

***

I) But Doesn’t Evolution Explain Our Existence? (pp. 6-24)

A ‘simple’ bacterium has ~2 500-page books of DNA information; a man
1,000.  The ‘97%” human-chimp DNA similarity is  inferred from DNA
hybridization.

DNA is expected to be similar across life for the food chain to exist. Also,
if it were not, then information for life would be expected to come from
somewhere else.

Pharyngeal arches develop into the thyroid and parathyroid glands, and the
middle ear canal.

The appendix  contains  lymph tissue  which guards  against  bad bacteria
entering the intestines. The tonsils perform a similar function at the front
of the alimentary canal.

II) How Did Different ‘Races’ Arise? (p. 25-40)



‘Melanin’ consists of dark brown eumelanin and redder phaeomelanin.

The Inuit are brown, yet live at a high latitude, indicating that the genes for
light-skin have been lost to them.

Pygmies may suffer from genetic discrimination of shorter humans and so
they branched off and intermarried.

Africans are thought to be largely Hamitic because of Cush and Ethiopia,
but God’s curse was actually on Canaan.

III) Cain’s Wife – Who Could She Have Been? (pp. 41-44)

IV) Does God Exist? (pp. 45-64)

After his AD 303 edict, Diocletian thought he had burnt every Bible.

Archaeologist Sir William Ramsay sought to disprove the NT but became
a Christian.

If the earth were eternal, all radioactive elements wold have decayed and
no work would be possible.


